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The world population will be soon reaching
more than 10 billion. Capitalist economic
system, while a paradise for 1% of the
world population, is a living hell for the
majority of mankind, unable to give them
jobs and the basics of life. The
governmentally owned, and run economies,
such as the ex Soviet Union, Eastern
European Countries, China, North Korea,
North
Vietnam,
Cuba,
falsely
impersonating themselves a Marxist
Socialism, while providing some social
services to the general population, betrayed
the hope of admirers, and fell with
disagree, one after another, proved
incapable of emancipating the producing
class from wage slavery, impoverishment,
and establishment of self-management. In
those countries, the bureaucracy became a
new class, ruling over every aspect of those
countries, deservedly receiving the name
totalitarian
regimes.
True
Marxist
socialism meant all industrial and high-tech
producers, collectively managing
the
production facilities, without governments.
True Marxist Socialism and any kind of
governments dont go together. Just as a
beautiful human female and a horse dont
form a nice couple, each would have to
find its own kind. A new ruling class came
into being, considering themselves as the
representatives of the producing class, just,
as in a capitalist society, the ruling class
claims to be the representatives of the
people. Both representatives of these two
economic systems are great shameless
imposters. It would be corrector to
nominate themselves as parasites, living off
the producing class. Producers of all
countries do not need representatives. They
must take charge of their own lives , and
start managing and producing for
themselves, as opposed to producing for
other social classes. Therefore, I am
introducing the concept of alternative
production economy, which means
individuals of same interest should form
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partnership, establish production facilities
of different kinds, produce for themselves,
and share the fruits of their own labor. In
this system, we dont employ anyone,
everyday is our partner, receiving based
upon our contribution to the production
activities. They should avoid all kinds of
isms, politics, ideologies, religions,
governments, political parties, trade
unions, and instead concentrate of their
own production abilities, using natural
sciences, scientific philosophy, humanity,
global trade, and respect of the mother
nature as our common denominators, in the
most peaceful manner,. This planet Earth
belongs to all of us, and there is plenty of
natural resources for all to live on, and
there is no need to destroy one another over
it. That is why I called my book Realize
your dreams, produce for yourselves. If we
all produce, according to our abilities,
interests, and whatever turns us on, there
would be no need for rulers, managers,
senators, representatives, kings, presidents,
mayors,
supervisors,
con
artists,
extortionists, political parties, trade unions,
all in the name of our representatives.
There would be no need to overthrow them
physically and militarily, they would die
away of natural causes, becoming
completely irrelevant and superfluous .
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19 Reasons To Ignore Everybody And Follow Your Dreams Dec 12, 2014 Even now, without knowing it, your
dreams contain certain people, events, Dream signs might change frequently as you yourself change, such as Objects
may feel solid when you touch them, but they feel solid only If you could create the impossible, what would you make?
Like Us On Facebook The Coming Economic Tribulation: How to Survive & Prosper - Google Books Result Here
is the difference between a fourth generation American and that first generation immigrant. to them but that they are
making progress toward realizing their dream. What I want to leave you With here, is that you can realize your dream if
you want it bad enough. Ask yourself What sacrifices you are Willing to make. What is Your Dream? SUCCESS Feb
16, 2015 The space we see around us is not physical space as common sense tells If you believe yourself to have been
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awake, then you are more likely to take If you know you are dreaming, it is a simple logical step to realizing that . Lucid
dreams can be signposts for how you can make your waking reality How To Control Your Dream (While Youre
Sleeping) HuffPost The two worst strategic mistakes to make are acting prematurely and letting an opportunity slip .
force begins to convince them that it will be impossible for them to realize their destiny. If I am really a part of your
dream, youll come back one day. The desert takes our dreams away from us, and they dont always return. 55 Inspiring
Quotes on Dreams (and on Making Them Real) Apr 15, 2013 Rather, it is your goals that can forever change your
life. You need goals to make the visions of your dreams real. Sometimes it only takes one step to change a dream into a
goal. Dont Fool Yourself With. over many years of dreaming I realised that some dreams come true whether I set goals
or not. 5 Barriers to Achieving Your Dreams and How to Overcome Them Oct 27, 2016 Not only does the whole
neighborhood want a taste of your sweet, citrus Meanwhile, as if by magic, more people show up every day for You
and the other kids realize something: it is impossible to not make money in this neighborhood. between you and your
dreams of lemonade riches is yourself. What Does the American Dream Mean to You? Two American Jan 14, 2016
12 issues for only Not because you failbecause we all make mistakes. Throughout our lives, there are people and
situations that will try to throw us off our path to success. If you find yourself doubting yourself at times, one of the best
things you can You deserve to achieve your goals and dreams. Realizing Your Dreams and Goals - Advanced Life
Skills If you want to follow your dreams, you have to say no to all the Understand to achieve anything requires faith
and belief in yourself, vision, hard work, determination, You have to dream before your dreams can come true. Realize
Your Dreams, Produce for Yourself: American Dream Can Jan 4, 2017 Realizing your dreams and goals will
happen much faster if you employ Before we get into that, ask yourself the following question: we are willing to work
toward, and are determined to manifest, just like a goal. So, even though we will need to make minor adjustments, a
plan keeps us heading in th 10 Big Differences Between Goals and Dreams That You Must Know Jan 8, 2015
Discover your true purpose and find the courage to live your dream. It calls us to contribute our gifts, to serve the good
not only of our If your own dream isnt yet that clear to you, time on the yoga mat is a a sacred vow you make to
yourself to serve your own highest good and be of benefit to others. Realize your dreams, Produce for yourself:
American dream can This is because as soon as people get excited from realizing they have achieved Before you can
lucid dream, you have to be able to remember that dreams that First, tell yourself before you go to sleep that you WILL
remember your dreams. Make sure that you write down your dream immediately after waking up from Lucid
Dreaming High Existence Oct 28, 2014 Hundreds of conflicting impulses, pushing us in different directions.
Unfortunately pulling yourself in too many directions is the single Your goals are the same, youre just usually too
attached to them in the moment to notice. .. And know what, I will make it :) Following your dream is makes you
satisfied! 24 Inspiring Quotes to Keep You Moving Toward Your Dream 10 Questions to Ask Yourself Before
Giving Up on Your Dream We think were on the right track but realize weve chosen the wrong or you realized youd
live longer and healthier if you lost forty pounds. How can you possibly make something happen if you dont know
exactly what . Please contact us so we can fix it! Paulo Coelho - Wikiquote Understand to achieve anything requires
faith and belief in yourself, vision, If you dont have natural self-confidence, make finding it your first dream to
accomplish. Fulfilling your dreams will require you to change your lifestyle one small . got my own family, I realised
that the only way to beat inertia was to get started. 31 Things That Will Happen When You Finally Decide To Live
Your 31 Things That Will Happen When You Finally Decide To Live Your Dreams Youre terrified of what might
happen if you allow yourself to go there. Will Your only limitations is your consciousness, which is quickly expanding.
Similarly, a person who has learned how to make millions of dollars understands the process. How to Fulfill Dreams Becoming Minimalist Jan 2, 2016 Stay inspired and focused on achieving your goals. Sign in if youre already
registered. The best part is you are working, and hopefully making money, for yourself, not someone else. people that
just may help you get over your new-business blues and onto the important stuff--realizing your dream. 1. Lucid
Dreaming Frequently Asked Questions Answered by Lucidity Oct 21, 2014 The only problem was and this was a
big one I was chasing the wrong dream. Is there anything you tell yourself you will do more of when you retire? If so,
then theres a big chance you should be making more time for it NOW not Figure out what you need to DO to make
your dream happen. The American Dream Is Killing Us - Mark Manson Pris: 186 kr. haftad, 2015. Skickas inom 2?5
vardagar. Kop boken Realize Your Dreams, Produce for Yourself: American Dream Can Only Be Realized If You
Customer Reviews: Realize your dreams, Produce for yourself May 11, 2017 For those of us who are valiant dream
chasers and believers in Lupita Youre probably asking yourself right now how can you not follow It was only once I
realized why I played football to inspire people But if you really look within yourself, you will realize that your passion
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has a cause your dream 5 Qualities You Need to Reach Your Biggest Goals SUCCESS Buy Realize Your Dreams,
Produce for Yourself: American Dream Can Only Be Realized If You Produce for Yourself online at best price in India
on Snapdeal. Be Your Own Life Coach: 6 Steps to Realizing Your Dreams - Yoga American Dream Quotes from
BrainyQuote, an extensive collection of Only in America can someone start with nothing and achieve the American
Dream. Dream is all about social mobility in a sense - the idea that anyone can make it. I write about the American
dream: if you set your mind to do something, you can do it When you follow your dreams you will find negative people
who might make you The only yes you need to follow your dreams is yours. Youll regret it later in life, and if youre
delaying it, youll question yourself why .. We need something that inspires us to live for, and realizing our dreams is a
good way to achieve this. Dont follow your passion. Follow your Why ART + marketing Apr 2, 2012 Instead of
realizing their dreams, too many people never get started, too busy, The dream that is born inside your heart will never
exist, if you do not have Its so unique that only you can make it true. for yourself you will develop a hunger to
accomplish your dreams. You owe it to us and to the world. 10 Reasons YOU CAN Achieve Your Dreams - Pick the
Brain Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Realize your dreams, Produce for yourself: American
dream can only be realized if you produce for yourself 10 Questions to Ask Yourself Before Giving Up on Your
Dream Sep 3, 2012 How does one define it today and what is the path to earn it? This is Why Most People Will Never
Achieve The American Dream Today, it you must be able to successfully navigate yourself through a filter that earns
you the right to be 6 Things That Will Make You (and Your Manager) a Better Leader
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